The king is dead. long live the child? in a dramatic canon full of the ghosts of dead fathers, william shakespeare offers up tragic protagonists haunted by children. desperate for assurances about his precarious political future, the monarch-murdering usurper macbeth seeks out a second encounter with the infamous witches who prophesied his unexpected assumption of sovereignty. macbeth meets Hecate herself and experiences visions of a crowned child, an armed head, a bloody babe, and a glorious future line of scottish kings culminating in king James vi and i of scotland and england.
The king is dead. long live the child? in a dramatic canon full of the ghosts of dead fathers, william shakespeare offers up tragic protagonists haunted by children. desperate for assurances about his precarious political future, the monarch-murdering usurper macbeth seeks out a second encounter with the infamous witches who prophesied his unexpected assumption of sovereignty. macbeth meets Hecate herself and experiences visions of a crowned child, an armed head, a bloody babe, and a glorious future line of scottish kings culminating in king James vi and i of scotland and england.
1 Pivotal to Macbeth is the question of what central characters do, or do not, see: gruesome witches, killing instruments, guilt-stained hands, ambulatory trees, and prophetic visions. in act 2, scene 1, macbeth imagines or witnesses the weapon he will later use to slay king duncan. "is this a dagger which i see before me," he famously asks, "The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee. / i have thee not, and yet i see thee still" (2.1.1-3). macbeth's mysterious dagger, lady macbeth's blood-soaked hands, Hecate's visions of a bloody babe, a crowned child, an armed head, and a line of seven kings: the famous images that flicker in and out of sight in shakespeare's scottish tragedy i will describe as apparitions not of a state of mind but of the state itself. all are apparitions of sovereignty. But the most potent, the most under-appreciated apparitions of sovereignty in Macbeth are not the phantom monarchs suggestive of the stuart lineage or the armed head, the latter indicative of what Thomas Hobbes would call sovereignty by conquest. The bloody babe and the crowned child are apparitions of the more fraught phenomenon, sovereignty by generation, and it is the problematic mechanism by which sovereign perpetuity is produced that these figures address.
shakespeare's works feature other incantatory visions of sovereignty. macbeth's hallucinatory cascade joins the moments in Richard II of John of gaunt's prophetic vision of the ruination of the glorious "sceptred isle" and the duchess of gloucester's invocation of the seven "vials of blood" and seven "branches" of edward iii's progeny, as well as Henry's oft-cited description of the frustrating majesty of the king's two bodies, "twin-born with greatness," in Henry V, and even the nefarious Queen of Cymbeline's stirring depiction of england's unassailable rocky shores resistant to roman incursion.
2 such speeches locate sovereignty in the glorified body of the monarch, in hereditary lines, or in the physical territory of a nation. moreover, sovereignty seems governed, as denis Baranger argues, by "apparition and recognition." 3 sovereignty, Baranger continues, is "made visible through certain signs, or marks. These marks were intended to trigger a process of recognition in which moral agents were induced to accept the evident, or maybe 'self-evident' existence of the sovereign." 4 given a veritable host of shakespearean ghosts, it is no wonder scholars have begun to consider the apparitional nature of sovereignty. 5 in Specters of Marx, Jacques derrida considers the appearance of the ghost of Hamlet's father, who embodies the coincidence of the revenant and the arrivant-that is to say, the dead past that lives spectrally on and the call of a radical futurity yet to come. as derrida puts it, the ghost suggests "an alterity that cannot be anticipated," one "that cannot be awaited as such, or recognized in advance therefore." 6 derrida construes the future as an uncanny iteration of an unfinished past lingering in a haunted present. How different Specters of Marx might have been had derrida lavished his attention upon Macbeth, where the primary apparitions of sovereignty and futurity alike are child figures.
This sometimes crowned and sometimes bleeding figure of the child doubles, toils, and troubles in unexpected ways in the works of shakespeare. if children are more than mere emblems of triumphant succession-the future that will have been-what other roles might they serve in the histories and tragedies of sovereignty shakespeare shaped? what might we learn if we take up lee edelman's charge in No Future to consider the history of how political futurity becomes tangled up in the figure of the child? 7 as scholars have approached with renewed vigor the parameters of sovereignty in early modern england, the figure of the monarch central to ernst kantorowicz and so vital to subsequent historians and literary critics, seems to recede. 8 Before abandoning the figure of the king's two bodies identified by kantorowicz, in favor of non-monarchical institutions of power, we might turn to some unfinished business in the study of early modern sovereignty, that elusive quality which Jean Bodin defines as "the absolute and perpetual power of a commonwealth." 9 my argument here is that we have not attended to a unit of political figuration, one in which shakespeare was particularly invested and that possesses significant explanatory force with respect to early modern sovereignty. in Sovereign Amitie, laurie shannon describes a powerful "micropolity" constituted by the monarch and the friend. 10 The unit, or micropolity, to which i turn is that of the monarch and the child, or, at times, the monarch as child. exploring the way power constellates around children provides insight into how the nature of sovereignty and the nature of the child were gradually and mutually transformed. shakespeare's frequent recourse to the child figures in his poems and plays has been recognized, especially of late, yet a focus on sovereignty is missing from an expanding scholarly literature on the early modern child.
11 like the monarch of medieval political theology, shakespeare's children, i suggest, have two bodies: one personal and one political. readers of shakespeare have often attended to the vulnerable personal bodies of children in his works. But it is to the political bodies of children that sovereign efficacy gradually comes to be transferred.
There were myriad ways in which this micropolity of child and monarch appeared in the works of shakespeare. 12 The urgencies of the Tudor and stuart monarchs lent unique habitations and names to an evolving dilemma over the distribution of civic power and glory, a dilemma to which shakespeare's works were attuned. indeed, three of the qualities Bodin associates with such power-absolute, indivisible, and perpetual-encounter significant challenges when sovereignty is located in the person of the monarch, even as that person is imagined to have two bodies. Henry viii's triumphant rearticulation of fantasies of absolutism, however in tension with the realities of political power, definitively shaped the sovereign imaginary of the Tudor and stuart monarchs. yet Henry viii's complexly shifting allegiances and, more pointedly, his multiple wives, divorces, and children pose a challenge to the "indivisibility" of sovereignty, not to mention the clarity of succession, which guaranteed the perpetuity of sovereignty. 13 what follows is a discussion of how the body political of shakespeare's child figures focuses attention on succession and perpetuity. The deleterious effect of the child on sovereign perpetuity becomes clearer in Richard II and Henry VI. finally, i focus on sovereign perpetuity in Macbeth, which i argue refracts the succession controversies that afflicted the transfer of rule from Queen elizabeth to James that, according to marie axton, reawakened the theology of the king's two bodies.
14 elizabeth, the barren queen, and James, the cradle king, made even more obvious how the child's political body threatens to displace the king's, resulting in an attention to children both protective and murderous. shakespeare's works comprehend political succession as a subset of sovereignty's dominion over time. what troubles that dominion is the child who fails to ensure the self-evidence of sovereignty by generation. it is then a short step to Macbeth's vision of the end of succession as the annihilation of the "seeds of time" and time itself (1.3.56). * * * * * * edmond malone claimed that Macbeth was written for a royal audience of king James and king Christian of denmark and performed at Hampton Court on 7 august 1606. while some have found irresistible malone's evocative scene, nicholas Brooke rather convincingly debunks that scene as a myth.
15 yet we might understand this fantasy as simply one more apparition of the sovereign-twinned rulers spectating the works of shakespeare, the great playwright of kingship. it is interesting to consider what king James or king Christian might have thought of the apparitions of sovereignty invoked by Macbeth, but no doubt the twinned bodies foremost in many viewers minds in those years were neither the concept of the king's two bodies nor the spectacle of two kings sitting at a play. rather, the twinned nations england and scotland would have been of great concern. a few years earlier, on 19 march 1604, eager to formalize the union of england and scotland, a union he imagined was "made in [his] blood" and that had already, in fact, occurred by virtue of his accession, James addressed this subject in a speech to Parliament. 16 There he described himself not only as the union of those two countries but as the child of the union of two bloodlines: "by my descent lineally out of the loynes of Henry the seuenth, is reunited and confirmed in mee the vnion of the two Princely roses of the two Houses of lanCasTer and yorke, whereof that king of happy memorie was the first vniter, as he was also the first ground-layer of the other Peace." 17 The war of the roses provided shakespeare's england with a powerful object lesson in the devastation wrought by the violation of legal succession and a rich landscape of historical material and political metaphor for considering the contemporary state of english sovereignty. James was keen to marshal this powerful precedent to his advantage in the brave new world of stuart sovereignty, emphasizing the uneventful nature of his accession by citing Henry vii as a precedent. James would continue that prince's peace-making by bringing peace to larger bodies, two often quarreling neighbor nations. indeed, "the vnion of these two princely Houses, is nothing comparable to the vnion of two ancient and famous kingdomes, which is the other inward peace annexed to my Person." 18 like so many before him, James reached into the storehouses of memory to take advantage of the lessons of the war of the roses and to deploy a series of venerable metaphors: "i am the Husband, and all the whole isle is my lawfull wife; i am the Head and it is my Body." 19 James preferred the paternal metaphors of monarchical absolutism, representing the king as god, father, and communis parens of his people. as he had argued in The Trew Law of Free Monarchies, "By the law of nature the king becomes a naturall father to all his lieges at his Coronation: and as the father of his fatherly duty is bound to care for the nourishing, education, and vertuous gouernment of his children; euen so is the king bound to care for all his subjects." 20 even more potently, power was propagation in the address of king James to his first parliament in 1604:
order, the lustre of nature, guided by a first essence, put all government into form: first, in Two, who, by Procreation, according to the rule of Power (increase and multiply) made a family, with one Head; by Propagation, a Tribe, or kindred, with one elder, or Chief; by multiplication, a society, a Province, a Country, a kingdom, with one or more guides or leaders, of spirit, aptest, or, of Choice, fittest, to govern. 21 if sovereignty was, in Jean Bodin's influential definition, "the absolute and perpetual power of a commonwealth" over its citizens and subjects, James was keen to locate that authority securely with the sovereign himself by deploying figures consonant with the divine and absolute powers of a father king. 22 given the many ways in which monarchical power was in fact limited in shakespeare's england, it makes sense James would find appealing and useful such political metaphors as he attempted to bring about the peaceful union of his two nations by virtue of the efficacy of his royal body and its power to propagate. 23 Union turned out to be a halting process in the early years of his reign, one that challenged his potency and the theory of sovereignty on which his power was propped. "when i first propounded the vnion," James admitted in a speech on 31 march 1607, "i then thought there could haue bene no more question of it, then of your declaration and acknowledgement of my right vnto this Crowne, and that as two Twinnes, they would haue growne vp together." 24 frustrated by resistance to his plan for the union of the two kingdoms, James reasserts his aim: "i desire a perfect vnion of lawes and persons, and such a naturalizing as may make one body of both kingdomes vnder mee your king. That i and my posteritie (if it so please god) may rule ouer you to the worlds ende." 25 what becomes clear in these various passages is a simple fact. The vaunted problem of union that marked the early years of this new monarch's reign was, in fact, a problem of succession. it is not that his claim to the throne was questioned, as some feared might be the case in the uncertain final years of elizabeth's reign. rather, James's vision of a unified england and scotland depended as much on a series of unstable political metaphors (paternity and posterity) as on constantly shifting political realities, against whose rocky cliffs the stuart dream of sovereignty often ran aground.
Unity depended on the efficacy of the king's body to provide paternity, succession (not to mention posterity), and the mystical union of previously separate-if historically and politically intertwined-sovereign nations. "was that body sufficient?" was the question at the heart of both union and succession controversies. as marie axton argues, James's case for union both reopened wounds from the succession controversy of elizabeth's late reign and deployed "metaphors [that] spring from the old and fertile notion of the king's two bodies." 26 That notion, or "mystic fiction" as kantorowicz describes it in his classic account, dictated "that the king is immortal because legally he can never die, or that he is legally never under age" and, more potently, that the mystical body of the king endowed him with a "superhuman 'absolute perfection.'" 27 and though kantorowicz points out the extent to which this notion was a legal fiction, it was a potent one nonetheless even if, as axton points out, it embodies a constantly shifting and quite "precarious balance of power between the king and the state." 28 as david norbrook maintains, "[w]hen James did succeed to the english throne, the 'two bodies' theory acquired prominence for a time. . . . The union of crowns had brought two states together under one man, and James was anxious to insist that both english and scottish subjects owed their allegiance to him in person rather than to their respective nations in the abstract." 29 albert rolls also argues that James, unlike others who deployed the theory of the king's two bodies, "was convinced that his two bodies endowed him with absolute power." 30 for all the potency of the political metaphor of the king's paternal body, at the very moment James invoked Henry vii to bolster his claim as the legitimate occupant of the throne and as the bringer of the peace of union to the nations of scotland and england, he also unwittingly activated histories of sovereignty bound to undermine the very political metaphors he deployed. The union James desired was still a century away. and what has not been clear enough is the identity of a particular ghost in the machine of sovereignty in the age of shakespeare. To kantorowicz's account of the king's two bodies (and axton's supplementary account of the queen's two bodies) we might add an account of the child's two bodies. That is to say, not only does the royal child, like the king, have a second body, a body politic, but the figure of the child comes to be increasingly implicated in the changing image of sovereignty. This idea is indeed already embedded in perhaps the most cited passage deploying the theory of the king's two bodies, drawn from edmund Plowden's legal commentaries. The qualities of the undying, divine king are explicated in order to prove insignificant the wedding of a child's body with the king's divine body. The critical case involved Queen elizabeth's rights over the duchy of lancaster and pivoted not only on whether a king might make an agreement in either his natural or divine body but also on whether or not edward vi was able to make legal agreements while still in the years of his minority. The decision went in favor of the divine body of edward vi, for no act which the king does as king, shall be defeated by his nonage. for the king has in him two Bodies, viz., a Body natural, and a Body politic. His Body natural (if it be considered in itself) is a Body mortal, subject to all infirmities that come by nature or accident, to the imbecility of infancy or old age, and to the like defects that happen to the natural Bodies of other People. But his Body politic is a Body that cannot be seen or handled, consisting of Policy and government, and constituted for the direction of the People, and the management of the public weal, and this Body is utterly void of infancy, and old age, and other natural defects and imbecilities, which the Body natural is subject to, and for this Cause, what the king does in his Body politic, cannot be invalidated or frustrated by any disability in his natural Body. 31 elizabeth may have lost this ruling, but her case adumbrates a serious challenge to the king's two bodies, one predicated on the problem of a child sovereign. 32 what, after all, if the mortal body of the sovereign, which knew both age and infancy, could have a deleterious effect on the political body of the sovereign? what if the child no longer sustained the image of glorious futurity needed to reinforce the idea of monarchical succession as the face of sovereign perpetuity? By the time James was immersed in his struggle to unite england and scotland, accumulated histories of troublesome children and troubled successions (including that of James himself) had begun to jam the gears of the machine of monarchical sovereignty, which would grind to a halt with the execution of Charles i. what follows here is an attempt to identify, with reference to shakespearean drama, a particular nexus of the deformation of monarchical sovereignty and the shifting political values associated with children.
Haunted by the bloody babe and the crowned child, Macbeth's laboratory of sovereignty reactivates those royal (and stage) histories in which children pose a particular problem for the notion of succession, including Richard II and Henry VI, whose titular characters founder in the wake of their royal minorities. This point seems especially ironic given that Richard II has traditionally been tangled up in the essex rebellion, eliciting Queen elizabeth's famous quip to william lambarde, "i am richard ii, know ye not that?" 33 The deposed richard was as much a proleptic portrait of James, the monarch marred by his own minority, crippled as a ruler because he was, in his own words, a "Craddle king." 34 if propagation is potency, as James believed it was, what potency was there in a mere cradle king?
in The King's Two Bodies, kantorowicz argues that "the legal concept of the king's Two Bodies cannot, for other reasons, be separated from shakespeare. for if that curious image, which from modern constitutional thought has seemed to vanish all but completely, still has a very real and human meaning today, this is largely due to shakespeare. it is he who has eternalized that metaphor." 35 The metaphor is, for kantorowicz, explicitly associated with tragedy, most particularly with Richard II, which he conceives of as the quintessential expression of "the humanly tragic aspect of royal 'gemination.'" 36 But his chapter on Richard II begins with a speech from Henry V, delivered by Henry, a notable beneficiary of richard's deposition: "we must bear all. o hard condition / Twin-born with greatness." 37 Henry, of course, bears another burden at this dark moment in the battle he wages to secure dominion over france. not only do the king's two bodies weigh heavily upon him; so too does the open secret of his reign, the deposition of richard ii. as kantorowicz reminds us, he famously prays for victory, asking, "o not today, think not upon the fault / my father made in compassing the crown" while detailing the acts of contrition (past and future) he engages in on behalf of his father's acts. 38 although he has "interred anew" richard's body and "on it have bestowed more contrite tears," the taint of deposition lingers.
portrait of a king torn between mortal body and body politic. Here was a stop that greatness did abate when powre upon so weake a base did lie. 40 richard, crowned at the tender age of ten, is marked by boyishness in the famous westminster portrait, which dates from the late 1390s and is the earliest known portrait of an english monarch. in the portrait, a roughly thirty-year-old richard stares out with the face of a child. similarly, the contemporary wilton diptych presents the image of a youth, backed by John the Baptist, edward the Confessor, and edmund the martyr, who kneels in prayer before the right panel, which features a host of angels surrounding the virgin mary, who holds forth the Christ child. if sovereignty was always, as Jens Bartelson describes the tradition so amply explored by kantorowicz "a christomimetic paradigm of rulership," then there is something quite canny about this doubling here: the boyish richard and the divine child. 41 although Henry iv and Henry v might seem to admirably supplant this weak king, the triumph of Henry v's victories in france would not last. Henry V ends with the anticipation of failure of english sovereignty as the failure of succession:
Henry the sixth, in infant bands crowned king of france and england, did this king succeed, whose state so many had the managing, That they lost france and made his england bleed. 42 shakespeare was of course not the first to note the deleterious effects of Henry vi's minority. indeed, The Falles of Unfortunate Princes portrays a Henry vi who is painfully aware of the problem of his own minority and who bemoans his own birth. 43 Henry vi's complaint was included in the earliest, that is to say 1559, edition of the Mirror for Magistrates. Thus within the tradition of exemplary literature for rulers, Henry speaks not only from beyond the veil of death but as if he should never have been born, which suggests an evolution from the celebration of the glorious child-king Henry vi to the expression of increasing anxieties about child sovereigns. skepticism about the damaging coincidence of child and sovereign in Henry vi's minorities structures the first Henriad. Before Henry's capture in 2 Henry VI, and in a contradiction of 1 Henry VI, in which he is crowned as a youth, Henry claims, no sooner was i crept out of my cradle But i was made a king, at nine months old. was never subject long'd to be a king as i do long and wish to be a subject. 44 shakespeare's richard ii and Henry vi are read as immature characters. william rossky has argued that the key to Richard II is the implied immaturity of that titular sovereign. 45 in some sense, then, richard ii and Henry vi provide potent forebears for James i when he complains of the burden that his own childhood, his minority rule, and his cradle kingship left him.
But the problem is neither characterological nor biographical; that is to say, the loss of sovereign power due to the immaturity or abnormal development of particular former boy kings is not the critical issue for sovereignty in these plays. To make the issue one of character or of affective family relations is to defend against the failure of lineal succession itself, which is at issue when Henry vi agrees that he "unnaturally shall disinherit" his own son, assigning the crown to the york line of succession in order to end the civil war. 46 Clifford berates Henry for this decision, ignoring Henry iv's usurpation of the throne and thus reinstalling a fiction of the naturalness of succession.
nothing more powerfully demonstrates the failure of succession than two mirroring incidents Henry witnesses on the battlefield. in a play known for spectacular scenes-the murder of rutland, the bloody napkin and the paper crown offered to Plantagenet, the murder of Plantagenet-two less noted deaths are of great import. Henry will read these occurrences as a sign of the "viperous worm" of "civil dissension . . . / That gnaws the bowels of the commonwealth."
47 But what we witness is the annihilation of the capacity to construct stable timelines of descent that govern the distribution of power through natural succession. in the midst of the battle, a son enters the stage dragging a corpse that, as he rifles through its possessions for plunder, he discovers to be his father: Henry offers to weep with these men for their losses, but the problem is far greater than that of civil war. succession itself has been snuffed out. The process of begetting and sustaining life to preserve lines of descent falters. The son has destroyed his source and origin and bemoans living on in the wake of that destruction while the father, in offering to make his body a grave ("These arms of mine shall be thy winding sheet; / my heart, sweet boy, shall be thy sepulchre"), completes the image, for in destroying his posterity he has transformed his own body from a source of life into an empty tomb. 50 although succession seems in perpetual crisis in this tetralogy, the idea of a history play without some (even token) nod to the value of aristocratic lineage might have been unthinkable. Thus, images of the slaughtered child and of annihilated succession come to be replaced by an image of glorious future prosperity. That image, too, is a child, and in this moment shakespeare identifies a potent political mechanism, the replacement of the inadequate child of succession with the politically unimpeachable child of future glory. Henry vi encounters Henry of richmond and confirms the prophecy recounted in Polydore vergil about Henry's rise:
Come hither, england's hope.
King Henry lays his hand on Richmond's head
if secret powers suggest but truth to my divining thoughts, This pretty lad will prove our country's bliss. His looks are full of peaceful majesty, His head by nature framed to wear a crown, His hand to wield a sceptre, and himself likely in time to bless a regal throne. make much of him, my lords, for this is he must help you more than you are hurt by me. 51 destruction and repair come at the hands of children. The bloody babe (Henry vi) and the crowned child (Henry vii) meet in this brief instant. while Henry vii may have represented some fantasy solution to failed (or false) monarchs, civil dissension, and bloody war, monarchy faced a greater problem. The king's body politic was always undermined by his mortal body, and in this, the case of the child's body was exemplary. moreover, the possibility of sustaining a lineage was increasingly untenable. How could king James's campaign for union, predicated on the body politic of the king but undermined by the body politic of the child, succeed when the idea of succession was under siege and the capacity to construct timelines stretching from the noble past to the glorious future was less and less possible? The problem, Macbeth reveals, was that the time of succession had passed, and neither child nor sovereign could sustain it. * * * * * * sovereignty depends on both time and its denial. succession anchors sovereignty by ensuring perpetuity through the management of mortality. That is to say, even though the fantasy of succession is uninterrupted sovereignty, there is no succession without death. in this, the perpetuity Bodin insists on as a sovereign quality offers up a paradox Bartelson explores in The Genealogy of Sovereignty, where he argues that modern notions of sovereignty and the state depend on an "ethical transvaluation of time." 52 as a result of the "gradual reception of aristotelian texts in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, time underwent profound change, as did the notion of change." on the one hand this enabled the separation of the body politic from the body of the ruler. "The symbols, concepts, and insignia of rulership and authority," Bartelson argues, "could be depersonalized, deprived of momentary liturgical backing, and instead vested with sempiternal existence. The realm of body politic thus stood above the corrosive influence of transitory time." 53 on the other hand, "time becomes accessible to measurement," and its measurement becomes critical to the perpetuity of the realm. "if the state never dies," Bartelson argues, "one can tie the currents of its inner life to a calendar based on the recurrent pattern of movement displayed by heavenly bodies . . . [t]o the irreversible succession of natural events such as births and death correspond the dynastic successions within a continuous state." 54 Time spatialized by and rooted in measure exists in tension with the bodies, royal and otherwise, who must bear in flesh the paradox that makes sovereignty and the state possible. it is this painful tension to which Macbeth turns its considerable energies.
Macbeth contains not only extensive references to the word "time" (more than any other shakespearean play) but also an uncanny (and uncannily related) series of children who have been an odd if important part of Macbeth's critical history and serve, we might say, as timepieces capable of recording, often to their own detriment, political transformations of extraordinary import with respect to notions of sovereignty. 55 moments of suggestive futurity and of temporal seizure in Macbeth help us understand the way strategies for organizing time coincide with strategies for managing children and, consequently, also understand that the stopping of time and the destroying of clocks might be analogous to the killing of children in Macbeth. Being the scottish tragedy performed in the wake of James's accession, Macbeth has always been assumed to be about James, either because it confirms his lineage, treats his near assassination, considers his vision of kingship, or conveys something about the politics of his attempt to unify england and scotland. 56 more aptly, we might understand the political import of the play by its capacity to explore the changing nature of both the child's body politic and the idea of succession that sustains (or fails to sustain) sovereignty as monarchical rule based on lineage and succession.
in Time and the Other, emmanuel levinas identifies temporality not through an aristotelian tradition that imagines time as spatial, characterized by linearity, but as a fundamentally ethical encounter with a radical and ungraspable futurity constituting utter alterity. as levinas puts it, "anticipation of the future and projection of the future, sanctioned as essential to time by all the theories from Bergson to sartre, are but the present of the future and not the authentic future; the future is what is not grasped, what befalls us and lays hold of us." 57 The ghost may be derrida's figure of the past, but the child figures the mysterious alterity and fecundity of futurity for levinas. The emphasis on ghosts in shakespeare studies might serve a larger objective of disarming the disturbing entanglement of overwhelming affect, precocious sexuality, and nonlinear temporalities evoked by the child. 58 as a consequence, children in shakespeare's plays (and in shakespeare criticism) suffer from eradication, minimization, sentimentalization, or spectralization. These latter strategies are especially important in Macbeth, in which sentimentality (the concern for tender and weak children whose humanity is extinguished by the inhumanity of murderous ambition) is one way of spectralizing child figures.
The most fundamental spectralization of the figure of the child occurs in the very construction of the play. as we might recall from one of shakespeare's sources, raphael Holinshed, finds macbeth the benevolent supplanter of a weak, young king whose heirs were themselves young children used as both political symbols and political pawns. 59 The transformation of duncan into the stately figure of paternal sovereignty (not unlike the ghost of Hamlet) suggests that the temporality associated with paternal sovereignty is the real target of Macbeth's murderous impulses (just as the real problem of the historical record seems to be yet another cradle king). The promptness of shakespeare's duncan is one index of such sovereign time. Before discovering the dead king's body, macduff remarks of waking the king, "He did command me to call timely on him. / i have almost slipped the hour" (2.3. [45] [46] .
formative debates on the very notion of shakespearean criticism invoke not only Macbeth but the importance of children in that play. Cleanth Brooks's seminal "The naked Babe and the Cloak of manliness" famously counters l. C. knights's "How many Children Had lady macbeth" on the very matter of the significance of children, which anchors knights's dismissive account of shakespeare critics all too keen to speculate beyond the boundaries of the text. 60 Brooks examines instead the limits of metaphor, seeing children as ideal test cases and not only representations of the future but also representations of the soft, vulnerable humanity opposed to murderous masculinity in Macbeth. Though Brooks opens up new avenues of inquiry into the uses of metaphor in shakespeare, he also enshrines a sentimental notion of childhood that was to become a lasting part of shakespeare studies. Critics still tend to find in shakespeare's children exactly those qualities predictably associated with childhood: innocence, purity, helplessness, speechlessness, and unambiguously glorious future promise. 61 even Carol rutter's sophisticated work on children in shakespeare posits that Macbeth wages a war against children who represent specific and anticipated bloodlines and futures. Thus, "to stop the future," she argues, "macbeth must stop the children-by slaughtering them." 62 if we consent to the identification of children with the future projected by the laws of paternal sovereignty or as the markers of particular linear timelines, rutter is right. But then we lose the radical (even queasy) futurity children connote in shakespeare's plays. in Macbeth, the war is not against the child as the projected future or future anterior-that which will have already been-but rather against the constricting linear temporality associated with paternity and sovereignty.
The sentimental notion of the child works in tandem with qualities associated with time from aristotle to the early modern period: quantification and linear spatialization. as levinas puts it: on the one hand there is common sense time-which essentially remains that of science-the measurable time of our watches, aristotle's time understood as the numbering of movement, that is, time which is accessible starting from its spatial expression and measurement by chronometers, whether they be watches or clepsydras, a time homogenous like space, made up of invariable instants which repeat themselves. 63 such a spatially oriented notion is, of course, an inheritance of aristotle reinforced by developing technologies of time.
64 for all that Macbeth invokes witches and ghosts, weird temporalities and weird sisters, its various forms of prophecy are perfectly compatible with the breaking of time into discrete linear paths. Just after the appearance of the witches and prior to the articulation of future advancement for both macbeth and Banquo, the latter famously asks these uncanny spirits:
if you can look into the seeds of time and say which grain will grow and which will not, speak then to me [.] (1.3. [56] [57] [58] for all the unpredictable mutation organic growth might imply, here Banquo requests a linear reading of unfolding time. if all life were organized into moments, each of which might grow into timelines, prophecy would constitute knowing what parts of the past or present would come to fruition. The future, then, would be the predictable consequence of past or present circumstance. linear time threatens to render the future the future anterior ("what will have been"), the projective past, or what levinas calls "the present of the future." 65 if these seeds of time are, on the one hand, moments of time, they are also suggestively signifiers of generation or procreation, for children, too, are seeds of time simultaneously forced to labor as extensions of past lineage and as bearers of the weight of future promise. macbeth announces duncan's death to his children, marking the "instant" of the death as the end of "blessèd time" (2.3.91) when "The spring, the head, the fountain of your blood / is stopped, the very source of it is stopped" (2.3.98-99). The figure of the fountain, of blood as source, is the correlative of children that extend the parent in time, depending upon its authorizing source for progress into futurity.
The violation of paternal sovereignty comes to be closely associated with the violation of the innocent and pure child of glorious future promise. macbeth imagines that child as a personification of the response to the extinguishing of the just duncan:
and pity, like a naked new-born babe striding the blast, or heaven's cherubin, horsed Upon the sightless couriers of the air, shall blow the horrid deed in every eye That tears shall drown the wind.
(1.7.21-25)
The child is at once the vulnerable seed of time that deserves pity and care and a figure of retributive outrage responding to the violation of its origin. it is the role of the child, as in the figure of the river and its source, to register the image of the father or, indeed, to register outrage at the loss of the paternal image. moreover, the child (as a figure reflecting the paternal past in its manifestation of future glory) appears as the violated object of lady macbeth's fantasy. Complaining of macbeth's weakening resolve, she refers to the manly act of murdering duncan as one that organizes anew their surrounding temporality: nor time nor place did then adhere, and yet you would make both. They have made themselves, and that their fitness now does unmake you. i have given suck, and know How tender 'tis to love the babe that milks me. i would, while it was smiling in my face, Have plucked my nipple from his boneless gums and dashed the brains out, had i so sworn as you have done to this.
(1.7.51-59) lady macbeth's infamous indifference to maternal care marks the play's articulation of the horror associated with anything that violates the priority accorded the future-oriented child. indeed, the invocations of murderous maternity and infanticide so popular with critics are merely the underpinnings of a sentimental notion of childhood that works in the service of a very predictable temporal agenda. yet in spite of the violation of temporal narratives implied in killing one's own child (and so gruesomely), lady macbeth remains committed to Banquo's "seeds of time" theory of temporality; she merely endorses an alternate timeline, one featuring macbeth and herself as the progenitors. That lady macbeth remains committed to the notion of time as descended from paternal sovereignty and leading to glorious childhood is perhaps most clear in her failure to murder duncan herself. for all that she disdains maternal care, for all that she asks to be "unsexed" (1.5.40), and for all that, in macbeth's eyes, she is made of "undaunted mettle [that] should compose / nothing but males" (1.7.73-74), she admits, "Had he not resembled / my father as he slept, i had done't" (2.2.12-13). Paternal resemblance, along with its temporal corollary, remains central to lady macbeth's project in the play. does macbeth, however, endorse the creation of an alternative timeline with himself as the new paternal sovereign? at first, both macbeth and lady macbeth seem to accede to this proposition. on the subject of the prophecy macbeth declares, Two truths are told as happy prologues to the swelling act of the imperial theme.
(1.3.126-28)
Time is the sovereign extension of one's own vision of order, the capacity to sustain an imperial theme, with children as "prologues" to that theme. lady macbeth, unsurprisingly, deploys such language with regularity. after learning of the witches' prophecy, she admits to macbeth, Thy letters have transported me beyond This ignorant present, and i feel now The future in the instant.
(1.5.55-57)
The idea of an "ignorant present" is one that exists on a determined, linear timeline. neither knowledge nor ignorance of that timeline alters its fundamental contours. However, we begin to see here the hint of another relationship to time. To "feel now / The future in the instant" is to begin to understand time not as chronos, or numerable, linear time, but rather as kairos, translated somewhat weakly as the seizing of an opportune moment, or, more properly, as an instant separate from or singled out within sequential time as a special moment of propitious action. Kairos is perhaps what lady macbeth refers to earlier when she claims that macbeth's initial promise of ambitious action "would make" both time and place here, assembling from the seizing of opportunity a new timeline. what we experience, here, in this reference to kairos is the contraction or cessation of sequential time. The future is not that which proceeds gloriously from paternal image to pure child but rather that which is seized or wrenched, as one timeline is broken to establish another. more extreme, however, than the language of wrenched or broken time from which new timelines might be assembled is the extremity of macbeth's commitment not to breaking one timeline to create another but rather to destroy linear prospection and retrospection alike:
if th'assassination Could trammel up the consequence, and catch with his surcease success: that but this blow might be the be-all and the end-all, here, But here upon this bank and shoal of time, we'd jump the life to come.
(1.7.2-7) macbeth seeks the execution of an act so forceful and daring that it would prevent response, which would be one measure of its success. There would be no present or future consequences for past action, and the past would be as if obliterated. But the language here, while rooted in pragmatic concerns, also suggests that in achieving "with his surcease success" and preempting future response macbeth would strike a more fundamental blow against the linearity guaranteed by paternal order. To strike a blow that is "the be-all and the end-all" is to suggest the extinguishing not just of one life or even the life of a king but of all systems of temporality that arrange the discrete particulars of experience into sequence. To "jump the life to come" is as much an attempt to enter the life that is to come in the wake of duncan's murder as it is an attempt to leap past the idea of "a life to come," a future extending forward from seeds of time.
macbeth is, after all, more than aware that his own reign would not enter the same logic of generative paternity. after duncan's murder, macbeth contemplates the idea that for all that he was prophesied to accede to the throne, Banquo "They hailed him father to a line of kings" (3.1. [60] [61] . This renders macbeth the bearer of a "fruitless crown" and wielder of a "barren sceptre": "Thence to be wrenched with an unlineal hand, / no son of mine succeeding" (3.1.64-65). resenting his own sovereign service to a futurity not his own, macbeth commits himself not to "the seeds of Banquo kings" but rather to the resolve to destroy Banquo and all his heirs (3.1.71). such a gesture is not merely one of self-preservation; rather, it seeks to destroy the unfolding futurity of paternity by which, ultimately, the sovereignty of a king extends into a dynasty. macbeth resents but also disdains the unfolding of linear time. while lady macbeth becomes stricken by her own guilty remembrance (her inability to resist being defined by past action), her husband dwells on the futility of temporal sequence:
There would have been a time for such a word. Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow Creeps in this petty pace from day to day To the last syllable of recorded time, and all our yesterdays have lighted fools The way to dusty death.
(5.5. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] far better, it seems, not to be caught in the trap of linear time, which leads from a deadening succession of indistinguishable days to both "the last syllable of recorded time" and "dusty death," which may as well be the same.
yet again, the alternation between the desire to preserve linear narratives of time (a desire that persists even in the struggle between opposing timelines) and the desire to destroy time entirely appears not merely in the language of childhood but in the appearance of both "actual" and spectral children in Macbeth. as macbeth endeavors to destroy all who oppose him and would therefore enable the restitution of duncan's line or the elaboration of Banquo's line, he kills macduff's wife and children. macduff's abandonment of his family, his flight in the face of macbeth's menace, constitutes, for his wife, the destruction of familial generation. she says of her son, "fathered he is, yet he's fatherless" (4.2.27) while telling him, falsely, "sirrah, your father's dead" (4.2.30). for macduff's wife the crisis of paternity throws into question the status of the son, while the son points out that, in fact, not only does he not believe his father is dead but he is concerned that the status of his mother as wife might be called into question. interestingly enough, as is often the case with shakespeare's children, the adult gesture of pitying or condescending to the child ("Poor prattler, how thou talk'st!") belies the child's power to demystify the rhetoric of childhood sentimentality that accompanies temporal narratives (4.2.65).
66 for all that macduff and his wife invest their affect in such narratives, macduff is also, famously, "none of woman born" (4.1.95) and capable of defeating Macbeth because he was "from his mother's womb / Untimely ripped" (5.10.15-16). as a figure of the "Untimely," macduff defies the pattern of birth that unfolds into sentimental, temporal narratives of childhood. at the same time, it is the untimely macduff who sets the kingdom right, enabling the restoration of paternal sovereignty and the return of duncan's heir. indeed, one of the oddities of the play is the fact that paternity remains so central in spite of the suggestion of elective monarchy early in the play.
Macbeth stages a confrontation between two wholly incompatible if sometimes coincident temporal orientations. on the one hand, a variety of linear temporality is anchored by mutually constitutive notions of sentimental childhood and sovereign paternity. This temporality fosters its own reproduction even as competing timelines (complete with competing heirs) vie for supremacy within the play. on the other hand, there is the attempt to annihilate linear narratives that depend on paternal sovereigns potentially victim to cradle kings and sentimentalized children. The sequential nature of successive days and paternal succession is both the target of macbeth's rage and the contrary of macduff's "Untimely" quality. in the midst of the witches' sabbath, macbeth encounters a vision not merely of his future end but of these incompatible orientations. Before him appear two spectral children who speak in the language of prophecy. one is bloody: and what of macbeth's nemesis macduff, "from his mother's womb / Untimely ripped"? in the hands of shakespeare, the riddle of macbeth's downfall indexes a major shift in the political import of the child's body politic. To say that the child of the future is not born of woman is also to suggest that it is not born of a surrogate to a patrilineal temporal and sovereign order. Henry VI teaches us that the medieval fiction of the king's body politic was always undermined by the child's body. Macbeth imagines a world without succession, the temporal prop of monarchical sovereignty. The medieval political theology of the king's two bodies was fundamentally compromised by an inability to make cohere the moral and the divine bodies of sovereignty. The child's body was an exemplary instance of the source of this incoherence. and, indeed, accounts of early modernity by mervyn James and lawrence stone suggest the decay of sovereignty as monarchy and aristocratic lineage as the primary conduit for transmitting power. 67 Both king James in his accession and pursuit of union and shakespeare in his study of succession in Macbeth invoked medieval histories and theologies of sovereignty to sustain political projects. But, as shakespeare realized (and perhaps James did not), the time of sovereignty had already changed. The past was no longer prologue to a glorious future but rather the site of an undermined sovereign body. The future was no longer the glorious extension of monarchical lines of power and prestige. in his "Theses on the Philosophy of History," walter Benjamin identifies in moments of radical change a consequent revision of or violence to modes of time keeping. "The great revolution," he claims, "introduces a new calendar." as Benjamin notes of the french revolution, "on the first evening of fighting it turned out that the clocks in towers were being fired on simultaneously and independently from several places in Paris." 68 Benjamin perhaps had in mind karl marx's citation of a similar gesture in the french revolution's most powerful precedent, the english Civil war. marx, in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, remembers the moment that "Cromwell, when he dissolved the long Parliament, went alone into the midst of the chamber, drew out his watch so that it should not carry on a minute past the limit he had fixed for it, and then drove out every single member with jovial banter and abuse." 69 Children were central to the way time was kept in early modernity. shakespeare's child figures, we might say, are exemplary broken timepieces whose fractures reveal crises in the concept of sovereignty and innovations in thinking about the political bodies of children. as increasingly sovereignty was, in spite of the absolutist articulations of the Tudor and stuart houses, shifting away from the monarchical body, it was not the figure of Cromwell driving it forth. rather, it was the figure of the child. The clock that was stopped at Charles i's execution to mark the emergence of a new order had, if only in a figurative sense, been stopped years before. Children past and future jammed the gears of succession. James surely knew that the too many wives and therefore children of Henry viii provided as problematic a precedent for monarchical continuity as did the childlessness of elizabeth. moreover, his own tenure as a cradle king constantly undermined his fantasies of absolute rule. looking back to Henry vii offered little hope of clarity, it turned out. never mind the question of how he came to rule; the legitimacy of Henry vii was haunted by a series of children-the imposters Perkin warbeck and lambert simmel (who claimed to be the lost heirs of edward iv, the innocents murdered in the tower by richard iii) and the actual descendant of edward iv's brother george, duke of Clarence, whose claim to the throne was as legitimate as his imprisonment was swift after Henry vii's victory. 70 The futurity imagined by James was curtailed by the failure of union and by the death of his son Henry. indeed, for so many in england, a wholly alternative trajectory for the nation died with Henry and with the succession of Charles. 71 The sons of James rose up in the shape of a crowned child and a bloody babe. But the sacred vials of blood had been spilt. The child of the future was no longer king. 4 Baranger, 47. 5 in "macbeth and the ghosts of sovereignty," Paul kottman argues that macbeth's encounter with the ghost at the banquet witnesses his isolation from others and a failure of hospitality suggestive of "the disappearance of a certain relationship between sovereignty and theatricality which renaissance scholarship has wanted to see in shakespeare and his contemporaries," ("macbeth and the ghosts of sovereignty," SEDERI: Journal of the Spanish Society for English Renaissance Studies 12 [2001]: 283). kottman's fascinating account sometimes conflates "sovereign" with "sovereignty," confuses the theatricality of power with the theatricality of sovereignty, and too insistently anticipates the coming of Thomas Hobbes.
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